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§ 63.342(f) including operation and main-
tenance practices, and appropriate op-
erating parameters that will be mon-
itored to establish continuous compli-
ance with the standards. The moni-
toring plan submitted identifying the 
continuous compliance monitoring is 
subject to the Administrator’s ap-
proval. 

[60 FR 4963, Jan. 25, 1995; 60 FR 33122, June 27, 
1995, as amended at 62 FR 42920, Aug. 11, 1997; 
68 FR 37347, June 23, 2003; 69 FR 42895, July 
19, 2004] 

§ 63.344 Performance test require-
ments and test methods. 

(a) Performance test requirements. Per-
formance tests shall be conducted 
using the test methods and procedures 
in this section and § 63.7. Performance 
test results shall be documented in 
complete test reports that contain the 
information required by paragraphs 
(a)(1) through (a)(9) of this section. The 
test plan to be followed shall be made 
available to the Administrator prior to 
the testing, if requested. 

(1) A brief process description; 
(2) Sampling location description(s); 
(3) A description of sampling and an-

alytical procedures and any modifica-
tions to standard procedures; 

(4) Test results; 
(5) Quality assurance procedures and 

results; 
(6) Records of operating conditions 

during the test, preparation of stand-
ards, and calibration procedures; 

(7) Raw data sheets for field sampling 
and field and laboratory analyses; 

(8) Documentation of calculations; 
and 

(9) Any other information required 
by the test method. 

(b)(1) If the owner or operator of an 
affected source conducts performance 
testing at startup to obtain an oper-
ating permit in the State in which the 
affected source is located, the results 
of such testing may be used to dem-
onstrate compliance with this subpart 
if: 

(i) The test methods and procedures 
identified in paragraph (c) of this sec-
tion were used during the performance 
test; 

(ii) The performance test was con-
ducted under representative operating 
conditions for the source; 

(iii) The performance test report con-
tains the elements required by para-
graph (a) of this section; and 

(iv) The owner or operator of the af-
fected source for which the perform-
ance test was conducted has sufficient 
data to establish the operating param-
eter value(s) that correspond to com-
pliance with the standards, as required 
for continuous compliance monitoring 
under § 63.343(c). 

(2) The results of tests conducted 
prior to December 1991 in which Meth-
od 306A, appendix A of this part, was 
used to demonstrate the performance 
of a control technique are not accept-
able. 

(c) Test methods. Each owner or oper-
ator subject to the provisions of this 
subpart and required by § 63.343(b) to 
conduct an initial performance test 
shall use the test methods identified in 
this section to demonstrate compliance 
with the standards in § 63.342. 

(1) Method 306 or Method 306A, ‘‘De-
termination of Chromium Emissions 
From Decorative and Hard Chromium 
Electroplating and Anodizing Oper-
ations,’’ appendix A of this part shall 
be used to determine the chromium 
concentration from hard or decorative 
chromium electroplating tanks or 
chromium anodizing tanks. The sam-
pling time and sample volume for each 
run of Methods 306 and 306A, appendix 
A of this part shall be at least 120 min-
utes and 1.70 dscm (60 dscf), respec-
tively. Methods 306 and 306A, appendix 
A of this part allow the measurement 
of either total chromium or hexavalent 
chromium emissions. For the purposes 
of this standard, sources using chromic 
acid baths can demonstrate compliance 
with the emission limits of § 63.342 by 
measuring either total chromium or 
hexavalent chromium. Hence, the 
hexavalent chromium concentration 
measured by these methods is equal to 
the total chromium concentration for 
the affected operations. 

(2) The California Air Resources 
Board (CARB) Method 425 (which is 
available by contacting the California 
Air Resources Board, 1102 Q Street, 
Sacramento, California 95814) may be 
used to determine the chromium con-
centration from hard and decorative 
chromium electroplating tanks and 
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chromium anodizing tanks if the fol-
lowing conditions are met: 

(i) If a colorimetric analysis method 
is used, the sampling time and volume 
shall be sufficient to result in 33 to 66 
micrograms of catch in the sampling 
train. 

(ii) If Atomic Absorption Graphite 
Furnace (AAGF) or Ion Chroma-
tography with a Post-column Reactor 
(ICPCR) analyses were used, the sam-
pling time and volume should be suffi-
cient to result in a sample catch that 
is 5 to 10 times the minimum detection 
limit of the analytical method (i.e., 1.0 
microgram per liter of sample for 
AAGF and 0.5 microgram per liter of 
sample for ICPCR). 

(iii) In the case of either paragraph 
(c)(2) (i) or (ii) of this section, a min-
imum of 3 separate runs must be con-
ducted. The other requirements of § 63.7 
that apply to affected sources, as indi-
cated in Table 1 of this subpart, must 
also be met. 

(3) Method 306B, ‘‘Surface Tension 
Measurement and Recordkeeping for 
Tanks Used at Decorative Chromium 
Electroplating and Anodizing Facili-
ties,’’ appendix A of this part shall be 
used to measure the surface tension of 
electroplating and anodizing baths. 

(4) Alternate test methods may also 
be used if the method has been vali-
dated using Method 301, appendix A of 
this part and if approved by the Admin-
istrator. Procedures for requesting and 
obtaining approval are contained in 
§ 63.7(f). 

(d) Establishing site-specific operating 
parameter values. (1) Each owner or op-
erator required to establish site-spe-
cific operating parameters shall follow 
the procedures in this section. 

(2) All monitoring equipment shall be 
installed such that representative 
measurements of emissions or process 
parameters from the affected source 
are obtained. For monitoring equip-
ment purchased from a vendor, 
verification of the operational status of 
the monitoring equipment shall in-
clude execution of the manufacturer’s 
written specifications or recommenda-
tions for installation, operation, and 
calibration of the system. 

(i) Specifications for differential 
pressure measurement devices used to 
measure velocity pressure shall be in 

accordance with section 2.2 of Method 2 
(40 CFR part 60, appendix A). 

(ii) Specification for differential pres-
sure measurement devices used to 
measure pressure drop across a control 
system shall be in accordance with 
manufacturer’s accuracy specifica-
tions. 

(3) The surface tension of electro-
plating and anodizing baths shall be 
measured using Method 306B, ‘‘Surface 
Tension Measurement and Record-
keeping for Tanks used at Decorative 
Chromium Electroplating and Anod-
izing Facilities,’’ appendix A of this 
part. This method should also be fol-
lowed when wetting agent type or com-
bination wetting agent/foam blanket 
type fume suppressants are used to 
control chromium emissions from a 
hard chromium electroplating tank 
and surface tension measurement is 
conducted to demonstrate continuous 
compliance. 

(4) The owner or operator of a source 
required to measure the velocity pres-
sure at the inlet to an add-on air pollu-
tion control device in accordance with 
§ 63.343(c)(2), shall establish the site- 
specific velocity pressure as follows: 

(i) Locate a velocity traverse port in 
a section of straight duct that connects 
the hooding on the plating tank or 
tanks with the control device. The port 
shall be located as close to the control 
system as possible, and shall be placed 
a minimum of 2 duct diameters down-
stream and 0.5 diameter upstream of 
any flow disturbance such as a bend, 
expansion, or contraction (see Method 
1, 40 CFR part 60, appendix A). If 2.5 di-
ameters of straight duct work does not 
exist, locate the port 0.8 of the duct di-
ameter downstream and 0.2 of the duct 
diameter upstream from any flow dis-
turbance. 

(ii) A 12-point velocity traverse of the 
duct to the control device shall be con-
ducted along a single axis according to 
Method 2 (40 CFR part 60, appendix A) 
using an S-type pitot tube; measure-
ment of the barometric pressure and 
duct temperature at each traverse 
point is not required, but is suggested. 
Mark the S-type pitot tube as specified 
in Method 1 (40 CFR part 60, appendix 
A) with 12 points. Measure the velocity 
pressure (D p) values for the velocity 
points and record. Determine the 
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square root of the individual velocity 
point D p values and average. The point 
with the square root value that comes 
closest to the average square root 
value is the point of average velocity. 
The D p value measured for this point 
during the performance test will be 
used as the reference for future moni-
toring. 

(5) The owner or operator of a source 
required to measure the pressure drop 
across the add-on air pollution control 
device in accordance with § 63.343(c) (1) 
through (4) may establish the pressure 
drop in accordance with the following 
guidelines: 

(i) Pressure taps shall be installed at 
any of the following locations: 

(A) At the inlet and outlet of the con-
trol system. The inlet tap should be in-
stalled in the ductwork just prior to 
the control device and the cor-
responding outlet pressure tap should 
be installed on the outlet side of the 
control device prior to the blower or on 
the downstream side of the blower; 

(B) On each side of the packed bed 
within the control system or on each 
side of each mesh pad within the con-
trol system; or 

(C) On the front side of the first mesh 
pad and back side of the last mesh pad 
within the control system. 

(ii) Pressure taps shall be sited at lo-
cations that are: 

(A) Free from pluggage as possible 
and away from any flow disturbances 
such as cyclonic demisters. 

(B) Situated such that no air infiltra-
tion at measurement site will occur 
that could bias the measurement. 

(iii) Pressure taps shall be con-
structed of either polyethylene, 
polybutylene, or other nonreactive ma-
terials. 

(iv) Nonreactive plastic tubing shall 
be used to connect the pressure taps to 
the device used to measure pressure 
drop. 

(v) Any of the following pressure 
gauges can be used to monitor pressure 
drop: a magnehelic gauge, an inclined 
manometer, or a ‘‘U’’ tube manometer. 

(vi) Prior to connecting any pressure 
lines to the pressure gauge(s), each 
gauge should be zeroed. No calibration 
of the pressure gauges is required. 

(e) Special compliance provisions for 
multiple sources controlled by a common 

add-on air pollution control device. (1) 
This section identifies procedures for 
measuring the outlet chromium con-
centration from an add-on air pollution 
control device that is used to control 
multiple sources that may or may not 
include sources not affected by this 
subpart. 

(2) When multiple affected sources 
performing the same type of operation 
(e.g., all are performing hard chro-
mium electroplating), and subject to 
the same emission limitation, are con-
trolled with an add-on air pollution 
control device that is not controlling 
emissions from any other type of af-
fected operation or from any non-
affected sources, the applicable emis-
sion limitation identified in § 63.342 
must be met at the outlet of the add-on 
air pollution control device. 

(3) When multiple affected sources 
performing the same type of operation 
and subject to the same emission limi-
tation are controlled with a common 
add-on air pollution control device that 
is also controlling emissions from 
sources not affected by these stand-
ards, the following procedures should 
be followed to determine compliance 
with the applicable emission limitation 
in § 63.342: 

(i) Calculate the cross-sectional area 
of each inlet duct (i.e., uptakes from 
each hood) including those not affected 
by the standard. 

(ii) Determine the total sample time 
per test run by dividing the total inlet 
area from all tanks connected to the 
control system by the total inlet area 
for all ducts associated with affected 
sources, and then multiply this number 
by 2 hours. The calculated time is the 
minimum sample time required per 
test run. 

(iii) Perform Method 306 testing and 
calculate an outlet mass emission rate. 

(iv) Determine the total ventilation 
rate from the affected sources by using 
equation 1: 

VR
IDA

IA
VRtot

i

total
inlet× =

∑
( )1

where VRtot is the average total ventilation 
rate in dscm/min for the three test runs as 
determined at the outlet by means of the 
Method 306 testing; IDAi is the total inlet 
area for all ducts associated with affected 
sources; IAtotal is the sum of all inlet duct 
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areas from both affected and nonaffected 
sources; and VRinlet is the total ventilation 
rate from all inlet ducts associated with 
affected sources. 

(v) Establish the allowable mass 
emission rate of the system (AMRsys) in 
milligrams of total chromium per hour 
(mg/hr) using equation 2: 

VR EL utes hours AMRinlet sys× × =∑ 60 2min / ( )

where S VRinlet is the total ventilation rate in 
dscm/min from the affected sources, and 
EL is the applicable emission limitation 
from § 63.342 in mg/dscm. The allowable 
mass emission rate (AMRsys) calculated 
from equation 2 should be equal to or more 
than the outlet three-run average mass 
emission rate determined from Method 306 
testing in order for the source to be in 
compliance with the standard. 

(4) When multiple affected sources 
performing different types of oper-
ations (e.g., hard chromium electro-
plating, decorative chromium electro-
plating, or chromium anodizing) are 
controlled by a common add-on air pol-
lution control device that may or may 
not also be controlling emissions from 
sources not affected by these stand-
ards, or if the affected sources con-
trolled by the common add-on air pol-
lution control device perform the same 
operation but are subject to different 
emission limitations (e.g., because one 
is a new hard chromium plating tank 
and one is an existing small, hard chro-
mium plating tank), the following pro-
cedures should be followed to deter-
mine compliance with the applicable 
emission limitation in § 63.342: 

(i) Follow the steps outlined in para-
graphs (e)(3)(i) through (e)(3)(iii) of this 
section. 

(ii) Determine the total ventilation 
rate for each type of affected source 
using equation 3: 

VR
IDA

IA
VRtot

i a

total
inlet a×

∑
=,

, ( )3

where VRtot is the average total ventilation 
rate in dscm/min for the three test runs as 
determined at the outlet by means of the 
Method 306 testing; IDAi,a is the total inlet 
duct area for all ducts conveying chromic 
acid from each type of affected source per-
forming the same operation, or each type 
of affected source subject to the same 
emission limitation; IAtotal is the sum of all 
duct areas from both affected and non-

affected sources; and VRinlet,a is the total 
ventilation rate from all inlet ducts con-
veying chromic acid from each type of af-
fected source performing the same oper-
ation, or each type of affected source sub-
ject to the same emission limitation. 

(iii) Establish the allowable mass 
emission rate in mg/hr for each type of 
affected source that is controlled by 
the add-on air pollution control device 
using equation 4, 5, 6, or 7 as appro-
priate: 

VRhc1 × ELhc1 × 60 minutes/hour = 
AMRhc1 (4) 

VRhc2 × ELhc2 × 60 minutes/hour = 
AMRhc2 (5) 

VRdc × ELdc × 60 minutes/hour = AMRdc

(6) 

VRca × ELca × 60 minutes/hour = AMRca

(7) 

where ‘‘hc’’ applies to the total of ventila-
tion rates for all hard chromium electro-
plating tanks subject to the same emission 
limitation, ‘‘dc’’ applies to the total of 
ventilation rates for the decorative chro-
mium electroplating tanks, ‘‘ca’’ applies to 
the total of ventilation rates for the chro-
mium anodizing tanks, and EL is the appli-
cable emission limitation from § 63.342 in 
mg/dscm. There are two equations for hard 
chromium electroplating tanks because 
different emission limitations may apply 
(e.g., a new tank versus an existing, small 
tank). 
(iv) Establish the allowable mass 

emission rate (AMR) in mg/hr for the 
system using equation 8, including 
each type of affected source as appro-
priate: 

AMRhc1 + AMRhc2 + AMRdc + AMRca = 
AMRsys (8) 

The allowable mass emission rate cal-
culated from equation 8 should be 
equal to or more than the outlet three- 
run average mass emission rate deter-
mined from Method 306 testing in order 
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for the source to be in compliance with 
the standards. 

(5) Each owner or operator that uses 
the special compliance provisions of 
this paragraph to demonstrate compli-
ance with the emission limitations of 
§ 63.342 shall submit the measurements 
and calculations to support these com-
pliance methods with the notification 
of compliance status required by 
§ 63.347(e). 

(6) Each owner or operator that uses 
the special compliance provisions of 
this section to demonstrate compliance 
with the emission limitations of § 63.342 
shall repeat these procedures if a tank 
is added or removed from the control 
system regardless of whether that tank 
is a nonaffected source. If the new non-
affected tank replaces an existing non-
affected tank of the same size and is 
connected to the control system 
through the same size inlet duct then 
this procedure does not have to be re-
peated. 

(f) Compliance provisions for the mass 
rate emission standard for enclosed hard 
chromium electroplating tanks. (1) This 
section identifies procedures for calcu-
lating the maximum allowable mass 
emission rate for owners or operators 
of affected sources who choose to meet 
the mass emission rate standard in 
§ 63.342(c)(2)(iv) or (v). 

(i)(A) The owner or operator of an en-
closed hard chromium electroplating 
tank that is an affected source other 
than an existing affected source lo-
cated at a small hard chromium elec-
troplating facility who chooses to meet 
the mass emission rate standard in 
§ 63.342(c)(2)(iv) shall determine compli-
ance by not allowing the mass rate of 
total chromium in the exhaust gas 
stream discharged to the atmosphere 
to exceed the maximum allowable mass 
emission rate calculated using equa-
tion 9: 

MAMER = ETSA × K × 0.015 mg/dscm
(9) 

Where: 

MAMER = the alternative emission rate for 
enclosed hard chromium electroplating 
tanks in mg/hr. 

ETSA = the hard chromium electroplating 
tank surface area in square feet(ft 2). 

K = a conversion factor, 425 dscm/(ft 2 × hr). 

(B) Compliance with the alternative 
mass emission limit is demonstrated if 
the three-run average mass emission 
rate determined from Method 306 test-
ing is less than or equal to the max-
imum allowable mass emission rate 
calculated from equation 9. 

(ii)(A) The owner or operator of an 
enclosed hard chromium electroplating 
tank that is an existing affected source 
located at a small hard chromium elec-
troplating facility who chooses to meet 
the mass emission rate standard in 
§ 63.342(c)(2)(v) shall determine compli-
ance by not allowing the mass rate of 
total chromium in the exhaust gas 
stream discharged to the atmosphere 
to exceed the maximum allowable mass 
emission rate calculated using equa-
tion 10: 

MAMER = ETSA × K × 0.03 mg/dscm.
(10) 

(B) Compliance with the alternative 
mass emission limit is demonstrated if 
the three-run average mass emission 
rate determined from testing using 
Method 306 of appendix A to part 63 is 
less than or equal to the maximum al-
lowable mass emission rate calculated 
from equation 10. 

[60 FR 4963, Jan. 25, 1995, as amended at 61 
FR 27787, June 3, 1996; 69 FR 42896, July 19, 
2004] 

§ 63.345 Provisions for new and recon-
structed sources. 

(a) This section identifies the 
preconstruction review requirements 
for new and reconstructed affected 
sources that are subject to, or become 
subject to, this subpart. 

(b) New or reconstructed affected 
sources. The owner or operator of a new 
or reconstructed affected source is sub-
ject to § 63.5(a), (b)(1), (b)(5), (b)(6), and 
(f)(1), as well as the provisions of this 
paragraph. 

(1) After January 25, 1995, whether or 
not an approved permit program is ef-
fective in the State in which an af-
fected source is (or would be) located, 
no person may construct a new affected 
source or reconstruct an affected 
source subject to this subpart, or re-
construct a source such that it be-
comes an affected source subject to 
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